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Tested by Emma Franklin for two 
years, 5000 miles
Now gracing the heads 
of world championship 
and BSB riders, LS2 are 
starting to become more 

well known in the UK – and so they 
should, because the Chinese firm make 
alarmingly good lids. I’ve been wearing 
their top-of-the-range full-carbon 
shell racing lid on and off for two years 
and it’s become a firm favourite. It’s 
extremely light and has the same fit as 
my usual Shoei – the build quality is on 
a par with the Japanese brand too. It’s 
stunning and is packed with features 
and extras – great ventilation, lockable 
visor, emergency lining removal system, 
and comes complete with a black race 
visor, Pinlock insert, chin curtain and a 
proper carry bag too – which all makes 
you wonder if someone at LS2 has 

got the price wrong! After two years 
it’s holding up well – the lining is still 
plush after a couple of washes and the 
exterior is decent. I also like the shell 
shape, which is more traditional than 
some more super-aggressive styles and 
I think this also makes it less noisy than 
the other sports helmets I wear on the 
road. All in all, this is a really incredible 
helmet for the price.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.l2shelmets.com

TWO 
YEARS

‘You wonder if they’ve 
got the price wrong!’

Tested by Mike Armitage for three months
These are full-on go-faster boots 
with replaceable sliders, racy 
stripes and touchy-feely suede on 
the inside to give the ‘best possible 
contact with the bike’. And feel is 

indeed excellent.
However, these synthetic 

leather boots also work day-to-
day thanks to a wide opening, a 
handy strap to heave them on, 
plush interior, washable insoles 
and waterproofness. With a CE 
‘superior pass’ in all areas they’ll do 
their job if I run out of talent, too. Hunt about and 
you’ll find these fine treads for £185 online.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★   
Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
www.bmw-motorrad.co.uk
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LS2 Arrow C Evo £319.99

BMW ProRace boots £225

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

Tested by Dan Sutherland, 1000 miles, 
two months
Trackday firms now 
stipulate lever guards 
must be fitted before 
you are allowed 
out on circuit and 
not wanting to get 
caught out, I opted 
to fit this R&G unit. 
1000 miles later 
and I really don’t 
notice it being there, 
with the black plastic 
blending into the background. 
It was also a doddle to fit and took all of 
five minutes with one Allen key. It doesn’t 
restrict movement on my throttle hand, 
either. For less than 40 quid, it makes total 
sense if you’re going on track. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.rg-racing.com

R&G brake lever 
guard for Aprilia 
RS660 £37.49

‘Proof own-brand  
kit is as good as  
anything’

Altberg Hogg 
£229.99
I’ve had this particular pair 
for four years now and before 
Covid I was doing 35,000 to 
40,000 miles a year. 
Graeme Dawson, Yorkshire

Spada Pilgrim 
Grandé £129.99
I’ve done around 2000 
leisure miles in these in all 
weathers and they’re still 
as good as new. Andy 
Sheath, Newquay

Richa Slick 
waterproof £69.99
I use these for commuting 
and leisure in all weathers. 
They’re waterproof and 
really warm. Emma Hobson, 
East Yorkshire

Rokker Urban 
Racer £299
They’re full of D3O 
protection, albeit covertly. 
They’re comfy and bead 
water off in a downpour. 
Colin Hitchcock, Eastleigh

TCX Mood Gore-Tex £159.99
I’ve had these a good couple of years and I wear 
them on summer rides and as regular shoes. 
They’re comfortable, supportive and have always 
remained dry. I’ve even taken them to Arctic 
Norway! Peter Horvath, London

LACE-UPS

Got a product you want to shout about? Let us 
know via the #ride5000miles Facebook group

Tested by Gareth Evans for 600 miles
The system is simple to use 
thanks to its trio of glove-
friendly buttons and single 
roller control, although the 
voice recognition doesn’t 

always respond. It’s fiddly to install the 
speaker and mic wires within your lid, but 
it comes with a variety of fittings to help 
you set it up. Once you’re done there’s no 
maintenance left other than charging, and 
the Packtalk unclips from its cradle so 
you can plug in the provided USB cable. 
It’ll charge using 12v connections too. The 
JBL speakers play a big part in just how 
crisp and clear the sound quality is. I’m 
riding a naked bike, and even at 70mph 
you’re able to hear navigation commands 
like they’re being whispered in your ear. 
Bluetooth pairing works as you’d expect, 
and coupling with the other Cardo unit 
using the intercom feature is child’s play. 
Fly in the ointment? It’s a lot of money… 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
www.cardosystems.com

‘Crisp and clear’

Cardo Packtalk  
Bold Duo £559.98

SW-Motech 1in Ball Kit 
Handlebar Clamp £25.66

PROS & CONS

Great sound quality, easy 
to pair using Bluetooth+
Pricey, voice commands 
don’t always work–

No problem with 
sound quality at 
motorway speeds

The spec is hard 
to beat and the 
value impressive

Tested by Simon Relph, two months
Fixing devices to your bike using 
a ball mount usually ends with 
some kind of compromise as there 
is something in the way, or the 
device is blocking something else. I 

recently fitted the SW-Motech handlebar clamp to 
a Honda CRF300 Rally and what is nice about this 
clamp is that it is very versatile as it fits 
from 22mm bars to 28mm (including 
1in if you have not yet gone metric). 
It comes with three different 
rubber inserts to suit the different 
diameters. Using this clamp, it 
allowed me to fit my satnav bang 
in front of me, without obscuring the 
instruments, yet still behind the screen. The main 
body is made from aluminium, so when it is nipped 
up tight, it provides a really sturdy mount. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
sw-motech.co.uk

‘A sturdy mount’

Tested by Saffron Wilson, one  
year, 500 miles
I bought this bag for 
daytrips on my Harley-
Davidson and it’s worked 
a treat so far.

It can be a little fiddly to fit though 
because of the buckled straps which 
attach to the swingarm, but once on it 
stays securely in place. I put electrical 
tape underneath the straps to protect 
the bike’s paintwork and there is some 
slight wear, but the straps of the bag 
itself are still in good nick and sturdy 
enough to make me confident about 

loading it without a second thought.
It has enough storage for the 

essentials, and I can fit a water bottle, 
handbag, chain, and small set of 
waterproofs in it comfortably. 

Saying that, the opening to the bag is 
a little smaller than I initially expected 
but doesn’t really affect loading too 
much once you’re used to planning 
for it. The Velcro on it is tough and the 
added buckled leather over the top 
makes your items all the more secure 
when you are on the move.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
hogparts.co.uk

‘Perfect for day-trip clutter’

Ledrie swingarm bag £127.60

+

PROS & CONS

Light, great ventilation 
and great value

A couple of stone chips 
on the chin piece–

600 
MILES




